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By Dolly Freed

Tin House Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.3in.
x 0.7in.In the 1970s Dolly Freed lived of the land dirt cheap and plum easy. Living in their own house
on a half-acre lot outside of Philadelphia for almost five years, Dolly and her father produced their
own food and drink and spent roughly 700 each per year. Thirty years later Dolly Freeds Possum
Living is as fascinating and pertinent as it was in 1978. Tin House is reissuing the survivalist classic
with a foreword by David Gates and an afterword by the author. After discussing reasons why you
should or shouldnt give up your job, Possum Living gives you details about the cheapest ways with
the best results to buy and maintain your home, dress well, cope with the law, stay healthy, and
keep up a middle-class facade whether you live in the city, in the suburbs, or in a small town. In a
delightful, straightforward style Dolly Freed explains how to be lazy, proud, miserly, and honest, live
well and enjoy leisure. She shares her knowledge for what you doneed your own home, for example
and what you dont need such as doctors, lawyers,...
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Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best ebook
i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of . Leona r do Pa r ker-- Pr of . Leona r do Pa r ker

This ebook will not be e ortless to get going on studying but very enjoyable to learn. Of course, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature.
Your daily life period will probably be enhance once you complete looking at this book.
-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick
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